The PastRx Mission

Fight the Substance Abuse Disorder epidemic ravaging our nation
Drug overdose is now the leading cause of death for Americans under 50. In 2016, nearly 60,000 people died.
This tragedy goes far beyond these deaths to the millions of lives hurt by drug abuse, dependency,
and addiction.
Deaths, overdoses, and related problems continue their rapid growth. Care providers and governmental
agencies are struggling to respond. Mandated Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs (PDMP), additional
legislation, penalties, and governmental scrutiny are all rising.
PastRx believes providers must do too much work to assess their patients thoroughly for substance abuse
problems. PastRx software makes it easier, faster and more effective to:
•
•
•

Reduce the number of overdose injuries and deaths.
Treat patients who need controlled substances without fear of adverse consequences.
Get patients suffering from addiction into treatment.

PastRx is a better way to use your PDMP
Your PDMP contains valuable information. PastRx makes PDMP checks easier, faster, and more meaningful.

PastRx Seamless EHR Integration
PastRx works within your EHR so your workflow
is automated, simple, and seamless.
Whether you are seeing scheduled patients or walk
ins, PastRx saves time, reduces effort and eliminates
frustration.
Integrates easily with your EHR

Example - PastRx integrated with athenahealth

See the benefits in 15 minutes!

•

PastRx reduces time spent from over four (4)
minutes to a few seconds.

•

PastRx prepares results ahead of the patient
encounter, eliminating PDMP wait time.

•

PastRx single sign on means logging into your EHR
automatically gives you secure access without
having to log in again to our service.

•

You have control over how you view the
enhanced data - reports or interactive display.

Past Rx – Immediate Insight into Patient Problems
PastRx organizes PDMP information into clear,
intuitive critical findings indicating problem patients
and suspect behavior. Summary level alerts identify
areas needing investigation while detailed views easily
answer questions.
PastRx enhances PDMP data with CDC
information, patient history, geomapping, lab results,
and other 3rd party data to provide a more complete
view of your patient.
PastRx critical findings are not judgements or
clinical decisions but tools to focus your attention,
saving you time and improving patient care.

Imediately identify
patents at risk

Personalize Your Experience
Healthcare is not “one size fits all.” PastRx displays
and alerts are tailorable by user or department to
reduce alert fatigue and to optimize PDMP
information value.
PastRx gives you options. PastRx can be viewed as
annotated reports or via interactive displays.

PastRx intuitively presents PDMP data, making it
easy to see concerns at a glance. Interactive maps
show prescriber and pharmacy locations and contact
information. Automatic calculations save time including
alerts for MME/day, write/fill gaps, outside prescribers,
drug interactions and more.

Support for Compliance
Most states mandate PDMP checks for prescribers.
PastRx makes it easier to comply. PastRx can automatically post to your EHR chart when you check
the PDMP. Be confident that you have an appropriate
record of this PDMP review activity.

Technology

PastRx makes your PDMP more meaningful.
Configure critical finding thresholds and ranges to
make them relevant to your practice and specialty.
Control how information is organized and prioritized.

PastRx is a HIPAA compliant cloud service that
provides secure, powerful results. Built using an open,
reliable, and scalable technology core makes PastRx
easy to integrate, implement, use, and enhance.

Tailored critical findings keeps PastRx clear,
actionable, meaningful, and intuitive.

Analytics
PastRx provides analytics covering all your patient
encounters. Review clinically valuable analytics from
our dashboard or integrate them with your
population health and other data initiatives. PastRx
reports provide prescriber comparisons, trending
analysis, outlier analysis, PDMP utilization, and clinical
best practice analysis.
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